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NEWS FLASH!

ra

• Enrol NOW for our ‘Virtual
Summer School’!
• Join us on a day trip this
August!
• Autumn 2020 Residential Trips are now open!
• 2021 Residential Field Trips are
still open for bookings!

This is a Scottish island that hasn’t previously featured as a cover for Down to Earth. I
wonder if you know where it is?

It is the east coast of the island of Jura. It comprises Dalradian metamorphic rocks which
are frequently intruded by Tertiary dykes from the igneous centre on Mull and Skye. The
photograph was taken from a raised beach level, which are very common on the island.
(Photo: Chris Darmon)

From the Editor...

I guess that a few more of you are taking those first tentative steps outside. At least the weather is back behaving itself and it’s amazing how a
few minutes of warm sunshine make us all feel so much better. It’s at times like these that I’m thankful of living close to some welcoming
woodland and open fields. If you live in a dense urban sprawl, I can only feel for you.

Now that the Prime Minster has lifted some more of the restrictions and hotels and guest houses will begin to open up in England from July
4th, we can begin to think about our field trips. But things will hardly be ‘back to normal’ for a very long time. At least not until we have an
effective treatment or a vaccine for Coroanvirus.

All this makes forward planning of outdoor, or even indoor activities very difficult. But we cannot afford to stand still. We know that there’s a
hunger out there for knowledge that needs satisfying! So we are planning a ‘Virtual Summer School’ for August 15-22, the exact dates that we
should have been at the University of Worcester. This will feature Zoom meetings and lots of lively material that you can access via our easy
to use learning platform Moodle. If you don’t do technology, you can even have printed papers sent to you. There will also be a couple of day
trips running during this week, Covid 19 permitting.

As for the Autumn, we are now looking at re-launching our residential field trips with a programme of short breaks based at locations in
England and Wales. At each one we’ll be taking great care to ensure social distancing and making use of small guest houses and hotels where
they can look after us well.

Chris Darmon

Down to Earth extra Editor

See pages 8 & 9 for details of our ‘Virtual
Summer School’ - why not enrol NOW?

news update

Geophysics reveals another circular excavation near
Stonehenge...

A team from the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences at the
University of St. Andrews has revealed evidence for twenty or more
massive prehistoric shafts in Wiltshire. The shafts for a circle more
than 2km in diameter around Durrington Walls Henge. Each shaft is
some ten metres in diameter and five metres deep.

Coring of the shafts has given a radiocarbon date of more than 4,500
BP, making these excavations Neolithic in age. This is roughly the
same age as the Durrington Walls itself.

more complex society than we could ever imagine. Clearly
sophisticated practices demonstrate that the people were so in tune
with natural events to an extent that we can barely conceive in the
modern world we live in today.”

Tim Kinnaird, also of the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences
added: “The sedimentary infills contain a rich and fascinating archive
of previously unknown environmental information, and with optically
stimulated luminescence profiling and dating, we can write detailed
narratives of the Stonehenge landscape for the last 4,000 years.”

The latest discovery reveals more about the life of these early farmers
and particularly their level of sophistication when it comes to large
scale ritual structures and enclosures. Nothing on this scale has been
found before and this ring is currently unique. Archaeologists believe
that this ring of excavations marks the boundary of the ritualistic area.

The boundary appears to have been deliberately laid out to include an
earlier prehistoric monument within the boundary – the Larkhill
Causewayed Enclosure. This site was built more than 1,500 years
before the henge at Durrington. This distance between the henge and
earlier enclosure, more than 800 metres, seems to guide the placement
of shafts around Durrington.

This work forms part of a much larger project entitled “Stonehenge
Down to Earth extra is designed & published by Geo Supplies Ltd.,
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The ‘outer circle’ of excavations (Image: University of St Andrews)

In a sign of just how coordinated modern archaeological research is,
Richard Bates of St. Andrews said: “Seeing what is unseen! Yet
again, the use of a multidisciplinary effort with remote sensing and
careful sampling is giving us an insight to the past that shows an even
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Hidden Landscapes Project” with partners from a number of UK
universities, along with Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for
Archaeological Prospection and Virtual Archaeology.

Jamie McMichael-Phillips, Seabed 2030 Project Director, said:

“The sustained increase in data available to map the ocean floor will
enable Seabed 2030 to play a leading role in delivering a
comprehensive set of authoritative data that is freely available for all
to use. This is a leap forward towards achieving our mission, by the
year 2030, to empower the world to make policy decisions, use the
ocean sustainability and undertake scientific research based on
detailed bathymetric information of the Earth’s seabed.”

“My thanks go out to all who have contributed data and technical
expertise to bring together this new 2020 Grid. With the support of
governments, industry, academia and philanthropy; and by using
innovative technology, we anticipate availability of new data to grow
on a yearly basis.”

The full paper is entitled “A massive Late Neolithic pit structures
associated with Durrington Walls Henge” and can be viewed online
at: https://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue55/4/

“It’s encouraging to see what working collaboratively across the globe
can achieve. Seabed 2030 will continue to seek out new
partnerships and technological advancements. Everyone has a part to
play in contributing to our ocean mapping journey: a journey that will
greatly benefit humanity.”

Some 19% of the seafloor has now been mapped says
The Nippon Foundation...

A project launched in 2017 to complete modern mapping of the ocean
floor has now achieved 19% of its target. The Nippon Foundation
GEBCO Seabed 2030 Project, aims to complete mapping by the end
of the current decade. Some 14.5 million square km has been
completed in the last year, increasing the coverage from 15% to 19%.

Drake Passage is the stretch of water between South America and
Antarctica, it is one of the latest areas to be mapped by the Project.
(Image: GEBCO 2030 Project)

And now there are three Essex posters...
The black areas are where we still need modern measurements at a
reasonable resolution - there’s still a long way to go.
(Image: GEBCO 2030 Project)
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The lovely people at Essex Rock & Mineral Society have now
published another excellent fold out poster, This time it covers
Essex Fossils. Buy one of each for £5.00 including postage.
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The seafloor in all its glory! This is part of the Pacific Ocean.
(Image: GEBCO 2030 Project)

Seabed 2030 continues to act as a catalyst for the unprecedented
growth in available bathymetric data. A complete map of the world’s
ocean will facilitate a heightened understanding of fundamental
processes including ocean circulation, weather systems, sea level rise,
tsunami wave propagation, tides, sediment transport, benthic habitat
distributions and climate change.

It will also be a key enabler of other deliverables under Sustainable
Development Goal 14, to conserve and sustainably use the oceans –
all of which echo the goals of the UN Decade of Ocean Science for
Sustainable Development.

dimensions: like giant cracks extending into the earth," says Zachary
Ross, assistant professor of geophysics and lead author of the Science
paper. "What we're learning is that you really need to understand the
fault in three dimensions to get a clear picture of why earthquake
swarms occur."

The Cahuilla swarm, as it is known, is a series of small temblors that
occurred between 2016 and 2019 near Mt. San Jacinto in Southern
California. To better understand what was causing the shaking, Ross
and colleagues from Caltech, the United States Geological Survey
(USGS), and the University of Texas at Austin used earthquake

Movement of underground water triggered
earthquake swarm...

A naturally occurring injection of underground fluids drove a fouryear-long earthquake swarm near Cahuilla, California, according to a
new seismological study that utilizes advances in earthquake
monitoring with a machine-learning algorithm. In contrast to
mainshock/aftershock sequences, where a large earthquake is followed
by many smaller aftershocks, swarms typically do not have a single
standout event.

The fault trace (Image: Courtesy phys.org)

The study, which was published in the journal Science (June 2020),
illustrates an evolving understanding of how fault architecture governs
earthquake patterns. "We used to think of faults more in terms of two
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detection algorithms with deep neural networks to produce a highly
detailed catalogue of more than 22,000 seismic events in the area
ranging in magnitude from 0.7 to 4.4.

When compiled, the catalogue revealed a complex but narrow fault
zone, just 50 meters wide with steep curves when viewed in profile.
Plotting those curves, Ross says, was crucial to understanding the
reason for the years of regular seismic activity.

Typically, faults are thought to either act as conduits for or barriers to
the flow of underground fluids, depending on their orientation to the
direction of the flow. While Ross's research supports that generally he
and his colleagues found that the architecture of the fault created
complex conditions for underground fluids flowing within it.

Zapotitlán, Mexico. Perceived shaking for the quake was very strong.
The event was widely felt, with more than 600 "Did You Feel It?"
reports thus far submitted.

USGS scientists expect that this event will trigger aftershocks, but
these will decrease in frequency over time. The earthquake also
resulted in a tsunami threat message issued by NOAA's Pacific
Tsunami Warning Center. This message indicates the potential for
hazardous tsunami waves within 1,000 kilometers of the epicenter,
including forecasted waves of less than 0.3 meters in amplitude in
Hawaii.

The researchers noted the fault zone contained undulating
subterranean channels that connected with an underground reservoir
of fluid that was initially sealed off from the fault. When that seal
broke, fluids were injected into the fault zone and diffused through the
channels, triggering earthquakes. This natural injection process was
sustained over about four years, the team found.

This item courtesy of phys.org

7.4 magnitude earthquake strikes Southern Mexico...
This is information from the USGS:

“A magnitude 7.4 earthquake struck offshore Oaxaca, Mexico on June
23 at 11.30 am local time. Seismic instruments indicate that the
earthquake originated at a depth of 16 miles (26 km).

Oaxaca earthquake - severe damage in downtown Oaxaca
(Image: phys.org)

The earthquake occurred as the result of shallow thrust faulting, likely
on the subduction zone interface between the Cocos and North
America tectonic plates. Large earthquakes in this region are common.
Today's earthquake is near the northern end of the aftershock
distribution of the September 2017 magnitude 8.2 earthquake, which
was a normal faulting event within the subducting Cocos plate.”

Other sources report quite extensive damage to infrastructure and
property and that there have been at least 5 casualties.

Essex Rocks, now feature in their own poster...

First there were Essex Pebbles, then Essex Fossils, now there’s Essex
Rocks! The good people at the Essex Rock and Mineral Society have
published this as a folded A5 poster.

One side features a column that takes us down to the Silurian, based
on evidence from geophysical work. The other side covers: humans
in Essex, chalk sea, dinosaur island, London Clay sea, the Thames,
Red Crag sea and ice sheet in Essex.

You can buy these from Geo Supplies
with a choice between:

2 x Essex Rocks for £5.00
or

Oaxaca earthquake, June 23 2020. Red circles show sites of
magnitude 3 or more in the last 12 months. (Image: USGS)

The earthquake struck about seven miles southwest of Santa María
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1 x each of Pebbles, Fossils and
Rocks for £7.00
Go to: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on:
0114 245 5746
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Unlocking quality residential fieldwork for YOU...

Our Residential Field Trip
Programme for Autumn 2020

There’s room for YOU in this picture! This is Filey Brigg
on the Yorkshire Coast and we are there in October!
(Photo: Chris Darmon)

Now that the Prime Minister has allowed hotels and
guest houses to reopen, we are ready to re-launch
our field trips! Venues have been carefully chosen to
ensure high standards of cleanliness and safety with
the geology on your doorstep.
These will be small groups and are available on a
first come, first served basis. We must confirm with
our accommodation VERY SOON, so please contact
us NOW!

We especially welcome enquiries and bookings from
people who have not joined us before. You can be
assured that all monies paid are securely held in a
client account. In the event that a trip is cancelled
full refunds are available in a timely fashion.
To view a brochure, go to our website at:
www.geosupplies.co.uk or Tel: 0114 245 5746

Booking forms are only available direct from us.
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
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Here’s the complete
Autumn 2020 field trip
programme...
• Minehead, Somerset - September 17-21
4-nights £525.00
• Wye Valley & Forest of Dean September 27 - October 1
4-nights £525.00

• Filey, North Yorkshire - October 4-9
5-nights £595.00
• Malvern Hills - October 23-28
5-nights £650.00

We look forward to hearing from you!

NB We will not be providing minibus travel on any
of these trips - see brochures for more information.
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lockdown

Geological sites and events in the Abberley & Malvern
Hills Geopark during Geofest...

Volunteers and partners in the Abberley & Malvern Hills Geopark
have worked extremely hard to bring lots of events during the
Annual Geofest.

The £37 million pound investment has come courtesy of the Dalton
family who also own Gulliver’s Kingdom in Matlock, Derbyshire.

The opening has been delayed by the onset of Coronavirus having
originally been planned for Easter 2020. They are still waiting for a
big ride to come over from Italy, but the rest of the attractions,
including a vast herd of dinosaurs are all ready and waiting to receive
their first visitors.

Do the dinosaurs move and make realistic sounds? You bet they do!
There’s even a T-rex slide and a dinosaur rodeo!

Gulliver’s Valley is hoping to open before the end of July. Check the
website for the latest details:
https://www.gulliversvalleyresort.co.uk/

Lockdown ‘changes the way the Earth moves’...

This comes from Nature.com:
“The coronavirus pandemic has brought chaos to lives and economies
around the world. But efforts to curb the spread of the virus might
mean that the planet itself is moving a little less. Researchers who
study Earth’s movement are reporting a drop in seismic noise, the hum
of vibrations in the planet’s crust, that could be the result of transport
networks and other human activities being shut down. They say this
could allow detectors to spot smaller earthquakes and boost efforts to
monitor volcanic activity and other seismic events.”
Geological crafts inside Worcester Cathedral

There are events for all the family both inside and out. One popular
family event is the combination of geology and craft and the Geopark
has some talented people to help your kids get the most out of active
play. You can do ‘crafty geology’ at the Wyre Forest Centre and in
Worcester Cathedral!

Take a look at the full Geofest programme:
http://geopark.org.uk/pub/2019/07/family-geology-events-in-geofest/

Sixty dinosaurs are now ‘roaming around’ Rotherham,
thanks to Gulliver’s Valley Theme Park...

Gulliver’s Valley Theme Park can be found on a vast site on the
outskirts of Rotherham on what was once a vast opencast coal pit.

Chart showing seismic hum in Belgium (Image: nature.com)

Down to Earth readers welcome!
Just 5 minutes off M1 Jn 35 N. Sheffield

Surely this is kid’s heaven!
(Image: Gulliver’s Valley Theme Park)
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GEO SUPPLIES LTD.
49 Station Road, Chapeltown S35 2XE
Tel: 0114 245 5746 • www.geosupplies.co.uk
Open: Mon-Fri 8.30-5.00, Sat. 9.00-2.00
Our shop is NOW OPEN AGAIN, but please ring us.
Callers
always
make savings!
Order
online
at: www.geosupplies.co.uk
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learning zone

Taking our first steps out in the field again...

We welcome you back to fieldwork with a small number of day trips
that have been timed to coincide with our Virtual Summer School.
Trips are limited to small numbers, and everyone will be required to
adhere to social distancing measures. Please make your booking as
soon as possible.

Wednesday, August 19
Clowne, Derbyshire
This is a fine section of former railway line close to parking and a
coffee shop! Geologically, it’s a near mile long section through the
Permian Dolomite. Walking a little further to the west, we encounter a
railway cutting that shows the Clowne Coal. This is an excellent
teaching section that’s accessible to all.
Meeting point: North Road car park, near Tesco at 11.00 Cost £5.00

Wednesday, August 19
Blackstone Edge, Littleborough, Lancashire
Come and investigate the Carboniferous of the Western Pennines.
We'll be exploring the shallow water deltaic deposits in the Lydgate
Brook exposure where we'll see gently dipping sandstone and shales
and possibly seat earths. We'll then walk up Blackstone Edge and note
the changing features of deepening water such as cross bedding. Finally on the top we'll investigate the felsic rich massive sandstone deposits of this gritstone edge.
Meeting: Large lay-by at Lydgate GR 995165 at 11.00 Cost £5.00

Wednesday, August 26
Holwell Nature Reserve, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire
This former ironstone quarry shows a fine section through the Lower
Jurassic rocks of the area. It was made famous by being featured in
the opening shots of David Attenborough’s “Life on Earth” series.
It’s the perfect place to explore and social distance!
Meeting: Holwell Nature Reserve at 11.00 Cost £10.00

We are tentatively looking at the July/August period for when we
might restart day trips. As the Government isn’t being terribly clear
about what we can do and when, we are not yet able to commit.
Watch out for details in our July DtoE extra!

Hooray, residential fieldwork re-launch in
September...

We know that there are many of you out there who can’t wait to get
back out in the field after an absence of several months. With the
announcement that hotels and guest houses can reopen from July 4
in England, we thought that it was time to re-start our programme
from September.

The venues we have chosen offer safe and Covid secure
accommodation and we will not be using a minibus on any of these
trips. Instead we have chosen places where the geology is either
close by or can be accessed easily by car or public transport.

September 17-21 (4-nights) £525.00 (£625.00 single)
Minehead, Somerset Coast
This is Britain’s second ‘Jurassic Coast’ with some superb rock
exposures right on our doorstep. We’ll also get to see the Devonian in
the famous Valley of the Rocks at Lynton.
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September 27-31 (4-nights) £525.00 (£650.00 single)
The Wye Valley & Forest of Dean
Based in the small Welsh town of Cheston this trip will allow us to
explore the local Devonian and Carboniferous geology. There are
great local spots such as Symonds Yat and also a former iron mine at
Clearwell Caves, and a working colliery.

October 4-9 (5-nights) £595.00 (£750.00 single)
Filey, Yorkshire Coast
This trip is based in the village of Hunmanby, just 5 miles form Filey.
From our base at the Southgate Guesthouse, we’ll be able to explore
the local Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks in places like Flamborough
and Scarborough. This trip is accessible by public transport.

October 23-28 (5-nights) £650.00 (£750.00 single)
The Malvern Hills
The Malvern Hills give us some of the best landscape in England,
rising as they do around 300 metres from the Midland Plain. Great
geology is literally a short walk away from our base in this Victorian
spa town.
Contact us NOW at: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk for all these
trips or ring us on: 0114 245 5746

Virtual Summer School August 15-22

Over the last four years, our Summer School has become firmly
established as a very special week for a number of people. This year
we were due to travel to the University of Worcester for a packed
week of activities. Because of Covid 19, we can’t do Summer School
as it was originally planned, but why not take the same week, August
15-22 and have a ‘virtual Summer School”?

The great news is that everyone is invited and it won’t cost you a
fortune! We’ll be trialling new technology to bring you some of the
daily proceedings LIVE! If you don’t do technology, don’t worry, you
can still access most of the materials - we can even send them to you
by post. If you can’t make August 15-22, don’t worry you’ll have 6
months to use the materials.

Here’s what’s on offer...
• Daily topics & presentations
• Practical & theory sessions for everyone
• A real or virtual fieldwork day in your own backyard
• Q & A sessions
• Quizzes
• Active learning with input from you as well as our team

Topics have been carefully chosen so that there’s something for all,
whatever your level of geological knowledge. Above all, we’ve tried
to capture the spirit of Summer School that combines exciting
topics with a relaxed and social approach to learning.
Virtual Summer School costs £40.00 per person with materials sent
by email or £60.00 if you’d like printed materials.

Don’t worry, we don’t bite!
All our educational classes
and courses are friendly,
informal and open to all.
Come and join us!
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Come & join us at our
“Virtual Summer School”
during the week of August 15-22
• Daily topics & presentations including:

Charnwood Forest an ancient island arc
The volcanic island of Montserrat
The greatest mass extinction of all
Ice Ages - their causes & effects
Microfossils - perfect miniatures
The Highland Controversy
Carrock Fell a failed tungsten mine
Reading & understanding a BGS map

• Real or virtual fieldwork in your own backyard! and beyond
• Optional live sessions with input from YOU!
• Q & A sessions / Quizzes

We’ll try to have a virtual get together twice a day with tasks to do in
between. There will also be lectures, quizzes etc as shown above.

The focus of the course will be to use a mix of currently available
technologies with Moodle and Zoom as platforms so that we can at least
get together and chat socially at some time during the day. We’ll help
you to get set up, but you can always fall back on emails and even
printed sheets!
All this for the bargain price of £40.00 by email or £60.00 with printed
sheets sent by post.
Enrol NOW at: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on: 0114 245 5746

Enrol online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on 0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

Featured products
for July 2020

In each issue we are pleased to be able to introduce you to a range of featured products. Where they are
being offered at reduced prices, these will be current to the end of the month shown above, provided that
stocks are available. Please note, all prices include UK postage.

Cumbria
£6.00

S Wales
£19.75

New!
£11.00

New!
£14.00

New!
£11.00

New!
£13.50

N Ireland
£5.95

New!
£22.95

Recent!
£23.95

Great!
£22.95

Order online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on 0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

